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External imbalances and financial globalization, by Eleni ILIOPULOS (preliminary draft)



This course aims at shedding light on the mechanisms driving global imbalances under a scenario of globalized financial markets. We will first set the basic key concepts and definitions concerning the fundamentals at play. These notions will allow us to discuss the most influential contributes on US external imbalances and the persistent dollar depreciation. We will then introduce a formal framework to analyze the dynamics of open economies in a stochastic environment; lectures will thus focus on RBC models including a specific treatment of external debt dynamics and debt limits. In light of the dramatic effects of balance of payments crises during the 90s, the third part of the course will study the implications of balance sheet effects for emerging vs industrial countries. We will show how the same mechanism can play very different roles. Finally, the course will provide evidence and discussion on globalization, balance of payments dynamics and current trends in international finance. This course is taught in English and consists of 12 classes of 1.5 hours each. The final grade is based on a written exam. The participation to the class discussion as well as one problem set will be also accounted. Lectures are based on slides that will generally be available online. Office hours: on Tuesday (12h-13h), by appointment.



Program (preliminary draft) 1 External imbalances and capital flows - Current trends - Key concepts 2 The debate on US external imbalances and the dollar - An historical perspective and an application: the “dark matter”. - Sustainability, return differentials and agents’ expectations 3 RBC models and the treatment of external liabilities - The standard RBC SOE framework - Unit roots and steady-state indeterminacy - Financial frictions and output co-movement - US evidence and the role of impatience 4 Balance sheet effects in industrial vs emerging countries - Third generation currency crisis and the policy stand - Valuation effects in industrial countries 5 Globalization and external imbalances - Stylized facts and current trends - International recessions and financial globalization



Some references Evidence and discussion on US external imbalances and the dollar Bernanke, B. (2005). ‘The global savings glut and the U.S. current account deficit’. Sandridge Lecture, Virginia Association of Economists, Richmond, Virginia. http://www.federalreserve.gov/ boarddocs/speeches/2005/20050414/default.htm Dooley, M., D. Folkerts-Landau, and P. Garber (2004). ‘The revived Bretton Woods system’, International Journal of Finance and Economics, 9: 307-313. Krugman, P. (1988), "Sustainability and the decline of the dollar", Ch. 4 in R.C. Bryant, G.Holtham and P. Hooper (eds), External deficits and the dollar. The pit and the pendulum. The Brookings Institution, Washington D.C.. Krugman, P. (1989), "Diagnosing speculative bubbles", Appendix of lecture 3 in Krugman P. (eds) Exchange rate instability. London, MIT. Krugman, P. (1995), "What do we need to know about the international monetary system?", Ch.13 in P.B. Kenen (ed), Understanding interdependence. The macroeconomics of the open economy, Princeton University Press, Princeton. Krugman, P. (2007), "Will there be a dollar crisis?", Economic Policy, 22, 51, 435-467. Hausmann, R. and F. Sturzenegger (2007). ‘The missing dark matter in the wealth of nations and its implications for global imbalances’, Economic Policy, 51, 469–518. International Monetary Fund (2007), "Exchange rates and the adjustment of external imbalances", World Economic Outlook, Ch. 3., April, Washington D.C.. Meissner C.M. and M. Taylor (2007), "Losing our marbles in the new century? The great rebalancing in historical perspective", Economic Policy, 469–518. Rogoff, K. (2006), “Global imbalances and exchange rate adjustment”, Journal of Policy Modeling 28 (2006) 695–699



RBC models with a specific treatment of external debt dynamics. Bodenstein, M. (2009), “Closing Large Open Economy Models”, International Finance Discussion Papers, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Choi, H. , N.H. Mark and D. Sul (2007), "Endogenous discounting, the world saving glut and U.S. current account", Journal of International Economics, 75, 30-53. Kiyotaki N. and J. Moore (1997), "Credit cycles", Journal of Political Economy, 105, 211-248. Iacoviello, M. and R. Minetti (2006), “International business cycles with domestic and foreign lenders” , Journal of Monetary Economics 53 (2006) 2267–2282.



Schmitt-Grohé, S. and M. Uribe (2003), "Closing small open economy models", Journal of International Economics, 61, 163-185. Balance sheet effects and currency denomination of debt. Aghion, P., P. Bacchetta and A. Beanerjee (2000), "A simple model of monetary policy and currency crises", European Economic Review, 44, 728-738. Bernanke, B., M. Gertler and S. Gilchrist (1998), "The financial accelerator in a quantitative business cycle framework", NBER WP, 6455, Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Bureau of Economic Research. Eichengreen B., R.Hausmann, U.Panizza (2003a) "The pain of original sin", in B. Eichengreen, R. Hausmann (eds) Debt denomination and financial instability in emerging market economies, University of Chicago Press, Chicago. Clarida, R., M. Goretti and M.P. Taylor (2007), “Are there threshold of current account adjustment in the G7?”, chapter in R.H. Clarida (ed) G7 current account imbalances: sustainability and adjustment, University of Chicago Press. Krugman, P. (1999), "Analytical afterthoughts on the Asian crisis", MIT mimeo,



Globalization and external imbalances, evidence and stylized facts.



Bekaert, G., Harvey, C. R., & Lundblad, C. (2006). Growth volatility and financial liberalization. Journal of International Money and Finance, 25 (3), 370{403. Perri, F. and Quadrini, V. (2008),“Understanding the international great moderation”, mimeo. Now: “International recessions”(2009). Calvo, G and E. Talvi (2006), The resolution of global imbalances: Soft landing in the North, sudden stop in emerging markets?, Journal of Policy Modeling 28 (2006) 605–613 International Monetary Fund (2005),"Globalization and external imbalances", World Economic Outlook, Ch. 3., April, Washington D.C.. Lane, P.R. and Milesi-Ferretti, G. M. (2007), "The external wealth of nations mark II: revised and extended estimates of foreign assets and liabilities, 1970-2004," Journal of International Economics, 73, 2, 223-250. Obstfeld, M. And K. Rogoff (2009), “Global imbalances and the financial crisis: products of common causes”, mimeo. Philip R. Lane & Gian Maria Milesi-Ferretti, (2008). "The Drivers of Financial Globalization," American Economic Review, American Economic Association, vol. 98(2), pages 327-32.
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